«Psilés Korfés»
The new dry, white wine from the mountain vineyards of Samos
They didn’t name Samos “Lady of the Vineyards” in vain:

The rich

tradition of the island of Samos in crafting select wines traverses across the
passage of ancient times. In paying tribute to its name yet one more time, the
“Lady of the Vineyards" brings us "Psilés Korfés”, a new, dry white wine from the
island's choicest mountain terroirs.
On the tall peaks of Ambelos, the verdant mountain of Samos, vines take
root on stone terraces that were once fashioned by hand, narrow strips of land
and slate defying gravity and made hardy so as to retain and drain the precious
soil. It is there, at an altitude of 800 meters above sea level, that the Samos
Muscat variety, suspended between the blue of the sky above and the azure of
the Aegean below, expresses itself in a unique way, yielding a dry, white, wine
of sophisticated aromatic character and finesse.
It is precisely these characteristics that make "Psilés Korfés”, a fresh,
pleasant wine that provides delightful company for any occasion! Its brilliance
and pale, yellow-green hues bear witness to its freshness, while the nose makes
a pleasant display of the floral aromas, typical of muscat, with impressive notes
of white, fleshy fruit (melon and peach), playfully weaving their way in. The
mouth is predominantly fruity followed closely by the variety’s floral touches of
rose petal sweet preserves. Its refreshing acidity as well as its endpalate of
satisfactory intensity whirl into a harmonious bouquet: Enjoy this wine chilled at
8°-10°C, on its own or as the perfect accompaniment for a variety of Greek
traditional dishes or international cuisine creations. Try seafood or sweet and
sour delicacies with it: They will prove the most faithful of companions for this
wine!
"Psilés Korfés” is a product of the Union of Vinicultural Cooperatives of
Samos and just like the rest of the Union’s products it is distributed in the Greek
market by V.S. KAROULIAS.
Suggested retail price: €7

